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I am a digital design director with 12 years of industry experience 
working at some of the best agencies in the world.  

I have led creative accounts & multidisciplinary teams on a range of 
projects from Voice UI to VR, AR, Apps, Films & Exhibitions.  

Helping to build brands, develop existing ones, set strategic vision,  
lead workshops & research for clients in many sectors. 

I have worked across visual design, brand, product, UI, UX & Motion.   
I believe this has given me a distinct competitive edge. I bring a wealth of 
knowledge, strategic vision & practical skills to any business or design 
challenge.  

I am an innate self-starter, always learning, with an entrepreneurial 
mindset, enduring thirst for creative discovery & desire to make impactful 
work. I believe in user focused, considered design based on solid 
rationale & extensive research.  

In my spare time I create artist led projects as www.vidanoise.com 

RECENT  PROJECTS - 2017-2019 

Verizon - 5G Experience  
Role: Design Director 
Agency: W12 studios 

NOS - Conversational UI 
Role: Design Director 
Agency: W12 studios 

Visible - phone app 
Role: Design Director 
Agency: W12 studios 

IKEA - Brand & motion guidelines 
Role: Motion director 
Agency: Possible 

MUXL - conference speaker 
Talk: “AI and the future of television” 
Agency: W12 
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COMMERCIAL  

2018 - 2019:  Design Director - W12 Studios 
Leading multidisciplinary teams on a range of projects in VUI, AR & apps. 
Clients: Verizon, NOS, Visible.  

2015 - 2018: Freelance Design Lead 
Agencies: Unit 9, Signal Noise, Native, Squint Opera, B-Reel, LBi. 

2014 - 2015: Design Director - Decoded Fashion 
Brand & Product lead for global tech event. 

2013 - 2014: Lead motion designer - Razorfish 
Comms, product design and prototypes for Blackberry. 

2010 - 2013: Freelance senior designer 
Agencies: AKQA, Razorfish, Rehab, Stink. 

2008 -2010: Lead product designer - MF Global 
product design and comms for various financial products. 

PERSONAL  

2018:  Director - Fleet Foxes  
Creative direction & animation for Fleet Foxes official video  
“If you need to keep time on me”.  

2017: Creative director - Cast 
Art direction & design for “Kicking up the dust” Album in gatefold vinyl 

2015: Creative director - Flaming Lips 
Creative direction & animation for “Look the sun is rising” - finalist 

2012: Design Director - Zeigam Azizov 
Working with artist Zeigam Azizov at the Venice Biennale. 

2006-2008: Creative Director - Shack 
Documentary “…the corner of Miles & Gil”- for 4 music. 
Album design  “…the corner of Miles & Gil” 
Album design “Time Machine” 
Single artwork “Tie me down” & “Cup of tea” 
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AGENCIES 

W12, Unit9, Signal Noise, Squint Opera, Native, Possible, Razorfish, AKQA, 
RGA, LBi, Rehab, Stink 

Accounts: AA, Aviva, BA,  BBC, Hyundai, Huawei, IKEA, Sony, Tate, Veon, 
Verizon, Xbox. 

Sectors: Finance, Fashion, Retail, Tech, Telcos, Education, Entertainment, 
Health, Charity. 

Tools:  Sketch, In-vision, Adobe CC, After Effects, Figma, Cinema 4D, 
Coda, Slack, G-Suite, Keynote. 

Interests: Information design, generative design, creative coding,  
data visualisation, futurism, algorithms, game design, VR, psychology of 
design & motion, creative process and methodology.  

Skills: No ego, patience, mentoring, determination, objectivity, diplomacy, 
empathy, Communication, time management, cooperation, adaptability, 
problem solving, organisation. 

TESTIMONIALS 

“In all my years as a designer I don’t think I have met a more 
enthusiastic and grateful client for the work that David [and his team] 
did on this project. Incredible praise and positivity” 
Michael Albers - Founder & CCO @ W12 

“You brought our vision to life. What you did in 8 weeks will keep us 
working for years.” 
Pedro Miguel Bandeira - CMO @ NOS 

“Incredible work” 
Nelson Delicado- Head of innovation @ NOS 

“Creative and driven, understands delivering to deadlines and able  
to communicate with clients” 
Ben Major - Account Director, ECOM 

“A very creative multi skilled individual that adapts to his environment. 
Full of ideas and enthusiasm.” 
Chris Haslam - CMO @ Talent, Move 
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